2021 Decentralization Grant Panelists

Lauren Ausubel, Oyster Bay Music Festival
Kristin Cuomo, Long Island Museum
Maurice Curry, Eglevsky Ballet
Marie Saint Cyr, Individual Artist
Nomi Dayan, Cold Spring Harbor Whaling Museum
Loretta Corbisiero-Drakos, Eastern Suffolk BOCES
Angelo Fraboni, Malloy Theatre
Daniel Higgins, Eastline Theatre
Julia Lang Shapiro, Arts Education
Christophe Lima, Individual Artist
Julie Lyon, Westbury Arts Council
Thomas Manuel, The Jazz Loft
Kevin McEvoy, Individual Artist
Elizabeth Mirarchi, Babylon Citizens Council on the Arts
Nancy Richner, Arts Professional
Joan Savory, Arts Professional
Megan Sexton, Arts Professional
John Torres, Long Island Theatre Alliance

Capacity Building Panelists

Barbara Applegate, Arts Professional
Sarah Brewster, Circulo de la Hispanidad
Daniel Coners, Long Island University
Elizabeth Mirarchi, Babylon Citizens Council on the Arts
Therese Nielsen, Huntington Public Library
Nancy Richner, Arts Professional